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Instant Messaging:
Forever Blowing Bubbles

By  J im  R u e

Many employers realize that Instant Messaging (IM) is often
used in ways that increase productivity, and many have
embraced one means of IM or another for business purposes.
However, while many employers continue to use IM in the
workplace, substantial dangers remain.This article provides an
in-depth look at this widely accepted technology, including its
history, pros and cons and future.

INTERNET RELAY CHAT

Once upon a time there was Internet Relay
Chat (IRC). Jarkko Oikarinen, an employee of
the University of Oulu, Finland, hoped to
extend the usefulness of online bulletin board
systems. Bulletin boards at the time were not
very interactive. Users could upload or down-
load files and post messages or read them.
That’s all. The result of Oikarinen’s program-
ming effort, published in August, 1988, was
IRC. IRC was like the first UNIX ‘talk’ pro-
grams, except that, unlike the ‘talk’ programs,
IRC allowed communications between dis-
crete computers on a network. IRC didn’t set
the world on fire. Users could adopt a ‘nick’
or handle and type away. When they hit the
enter key, their lines of text would appear in
real time on the monitors of all of those cur-
rently logged onto that particular IRC channel,
accompanied by the handle of the typist.

Since then, the ability to type messages
back and forth between users has become one
of the most common applications on desktop
computers. Progress was slow for a while, as
UNIX weenies and other true believers chatted
away in obscurity, but some fairly recent soft-
ware and system developments have caused
instant messaging (IM), a slight enhancement
of Internet chat, to become commonplace.

Jarkko Oikarinen’s intended connection to
bulletin board systems quickly fell away. The
bulletin board never had a chance. Even in the
pre-Windows world of one program at a time

and green dots on a black background, IRC
offered so much more vitality and immediacy
in online communications. In January of 1991
at the beginning of the Gulf War, while
Kuwaiti radio and television stations were
blacked out, Kuwaiti nationals used IRC to
reveal to the world the terrible nature of the
Iraqi occupation. That dramatic exposure led
thousands of computer users to seek out and
install IRC clients.

A long list of IRC commands allowed users
to change their nick, create new channels,
change their permissions or those of other
users, send or receive files, or even eject other
users from a channel. Giving these powerful
commands to every user insured that IRC
would be a wild and wooly place on the
Internet. It was, and it still is. In the Windows
environment, nearly fifty IRC client programs
are available. Of these, mIRC dominates as
the one with the most users and is one of the
simplest. Pirch is also a popular client, though
more complex, and Xircon is given good
marks for ease of use. And any user who
knows how can still expel any other from a
channel with no reason.

INSTANT MESSAGING

However, in 1996 three Israeli computer
geeks, two of them high school dropouts, had
an idea while playing Ping-Pong. They bor-
rowed some money, got a business name and
started programming. The business name was

Mirabilis. Their goal was to create software
that would maintain buddy lists and notify
users when friends and acquaintances (who
also had the new software) were logged on to
the Internet. The three programmers worked
day and night in the old-fashioned program-
mers’ way, surviving on junk food, diet RC
Cola and artificial light. Mirabilis came into
being very quickly.

Within two months the trio had created a
software release. In the fall of 1996 they started
giving software away. Mirabilis gave away
disks by the millions. By May of 1997,
Mirabilis announced that one million users
had registered. Three million more dollars of
investment money went away, but a substantial
user base was established. In the next two
years twelve million users installed and regis-
tered the software. Priceless.

Investors must have been concerned
indeed. But then in June of 1998, the three
gifted programmers—Yair Goldfinger, Arik
Vardi and Sefi Vigiser—sold all assets of
their company to America Online for $287
million cash outright, with another $120
million to be paid later. The deal was not
ballyhooed. Many aspects were kept secret.
Goldfinger, Vardi and Vigiser remained offi-
cers of the company. They continued work-
ing overtime in rundown offices, proving
once again that many people work not so
much for money as for the opportunity to
make a difference. America Online immedi-
ately renamed the company. Mirabilis
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became ICQ (as in “I Seek You”) and continued merrily giving the
program away for free.

By now ICQ was endowed with the ability to transfer files and URLs
and conduct online games via instant messages. A proprietary database
and server network made it all function. It is clear that Mirabilis pio-
neered instant messaging through the Internet, although some claim
otherwise. Developers of the Plato educational system in the late 1970s
claimed similar utilities and instant messaging. UNIX programs like
Zephyr and Talk functioned similarly within corporate systems.
Nevertheless, early users of ICQ broke all records, logging on more
often and staying online longer than users of any system previously.
ICQ also embedded referral software, facilitating users in recruiting
more users. It worked. They told two friends, and they told two friends.
People signed up by the millions.

Also in 1998, AOL released their own instant messaging scheme.
AOL Instant Messenger, AIM, has since become a mainstay of the AOL
online service. Users pursued the relentlessly advertised promise that
AOL software would be ‘easy,’ and it is. AOL users log on by the mil-
lions daily. They open their high-speed connections or dedicated phone
lines and then commonly leave them open for days or weeks at a time.
Even users who withdraw their subscriptions to AOL continue to use the
AOL Instant Messenger, still free and ever-present on the desktop.

Other heavy-hitters on the Internet were not about to let AOL go
unchallenged. Microsoft released MSN Messenger. Yahoo launched
Yahoo IM. But the proprietary protocols used by the AIM system
prohibited interactivity between the newcomers and AIM.

IM MANAGERS

A small family of providers promised user interfaces that would
bring together the varying protocols. Apple introduced iChat in 2002,
integrating the Apple IM system with AIM and providing an animated
IM system that displayed IMs in the form of word balloons. Other soft-
ware companies tried to integrate the whole IM family into a single
piece of software. Miranda, Trillian and Odigo all attempt to erase
some of the difficulties of receiving IMs from different sources. Odigo
integrates Yahoo IM, AIM and MSN IM. Trillian integrates a long list
of forums, chats and IM services into a single menu.

Now, though, incompatible systems have been established in paral-
lel. Interactivity is difficult when competitors refuse to open their sys-
tems sufficiently to allow IM traffic to flow and feel compelled to
change their protocols without warning.

IRAQ

In Iraq, Instant Messaging has found a place again in closed systems
and again in a theater of war. The use of Blue Force Tracking (BFT)
technology for Iraq military operations has been highly touted. Most
Americans have heard about the battlefield displays showing the cur-
rent location of every friendly in possession of a functioning BFT
device. That is a great feature, but is hardly the only attraction for the
BFT system. The satellite-based units also allow troops on the ground
to communicate with one another in real time through instant mes-
sages. Ground-pounders have had portable radios for a long time, but
being satellite-based, the BFT is more dependable than typical AM or
FM portable radios. Soldiers get a much clearer picture of the field of
operations when they can send and receive instant messages and don’t
have to decipher voices shouting over the sound of rifle fire and rockets

exploding. Units are less likely to head into hostile areas unprepared,
and friendly fire incidents are much less likely when communications
between units is clear and unfettered.

LESSER USES

Surely the four young Israelis who founded Mirabilis could not have
foreseen that their new technology would be used in such important
ways. The more likely expectation was that technologists and teenaged
desktop computer users would soon be having casual and freewheeling
conversations at their keyboards.

There are plenty of those. The Maine Department of Education says
that giving thousands of laptops to high school students has not been
cost effective nor improved the quality of their education because the
students use them more for games and instant messaging than for any-
thing else. Match.com, an Internet dating site, has observed a growing
trend. If breaking up is hard to do, breaking up with your current
squeeze by means of an instant message is a little easier. The
Match.com site cites a study saying that 42% of their users have ended
relationships via instant messages or e-mail. Those who live by the
sword die by the sword, or something like that. The brevity of instant
messages is said to often ‘flatten out the emotion’ of a troublesome
conversation, but not always. Bloggers have spoken of swapping IMs
with family members in other parts of the house. There is even a hus-
band and wife with matching laptops in the same bed who instant mes-
sage one another questions pertaining to whether they will watch
Letterman or have sex.

The use of handheld devices for instant messaging has resulted in
a new office skill as well—the two-thumbed typist. Expert handheld
users can approach professional typing speeds by the use of both
thumbs on a tiny keyboard.

IM AT WORK

Employers initially registered alarm to see the rise in instant mes-
saging in the workplace, especially after looking over the shoulders
of users to read the inane flotsam that comprises many online con-
versations. Many employers now, however, are reconciling to the
fact that instant messages are often used in ways that increase pro-
ductivity. A tech support person can ask questions of a second-tier
service rep without putting a caller on hold. A supervisor or sales
coach in the next cubicle can communicate with a phone salesperson
without interfering with the call. An employee can sometimes
accomplish through IM what they would otherwise have to leave
work to complete.

A sales associate sends an instant message to Steve in shipping
regarding an outgoing order. The shipping clerk is not interrupted from
his workflow to receive the message as he would be with a telephone
call. Rather, Steve sees the message the next time he passes by the ship-
ping desk—no need for Post-its, nor any need for a secretary to write
one down. A log of the IM exchange can be kept. Further, the social
niceties in phone usage are often skipped in instant messages because
of the nature of the medium. While this may not always be desirable, it
can save time when things come down to the wire. And when tempers
might flare, the IM can sometimes save the day by keeping things calm.
The Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA), nemesis of
Grokster, Kazaa and other file sharing programs, sends instant message
admonishments to people suspected of downloading MP3 files. The
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measure, begun in January, calls for sending as
many as one million warning shots per week.

IPAQS AND SATPHONES

Brevity is all the more the soul of IM when
messages are going to or from cellular tele-
phones or handheld computers. The SMS
(Short Message Service) protocol for satellite
telephones restricts messages to 160 charac-
ters, further reducing ponderosity. Instant
messages and wireless technology working
together have created new businesses and
enhanced older ones. Virtual assistants have
become a full-fledged industry by means of
wireless, and much of their work is conducted
through IMs. Virtual assistants fulfill action
items on the behalf of their clients (usually
serving the customer of their client) remotely.
Such virtual assistants, by not being tied to an
office, can often satisfy the needs of a number
of clients. Picture phones, often regarded as
toys, have their place in a virtual assistant’s
virtual office too, and can be seen as a varia-
tion on instant messaging. But like instant
messaging itself, picture phones suffer with
compatibility issues. So far, pictures can only
be sent to a desktop or to another cellular tele-
phone from the same manufacturer.

New firms seeking to ride the IM pony all
the way to the top won’t be daunted by the
compatibility problems in instant messages.
MessageCast is offering software that will
replicate an IM many times and disseminate it
over the range of MSN, ICQ, AOL and Yahoo
IM protocols. One can foresee a time when
parents will be informed instantly of snow
days, or airline passengers of changes in flight
schedules. In the event that picture phones
eventually join the MessageCast scheme, one
can easily imagine how political careers might
be made or broken in an instant by the shrewd-
ly timed distribution of a graphic image.

IM—ALL THE RAGE

It’s a trend. IBM, Peoplesoft, Sun
Microsystems, Verizon and the Kellogg
Corporation (the best to you each morning)
have all embraced one means of IM or anoth-
er for business purposes. IBM employees,
using Lotus Instant Messaging, send as many
as three million business IMs per day in sup-
port of their $86 billion computer business.
One research firm found that fifty percent of
the firms surveyed are either using IMs in the
business environment now or have plans to
begin doing so in the coming year. All of the

surveyed firms do more than $500 million in
business annually.

IM—ALL THE OUTRAGE

While many employers are reconciling to
the use of IM in the workplace, substantial
dangers remain. AIM is particularly haz-
ardous because the program is written to seek
open ports. A system administrator who has
closed the usual AIM port at the router,
#5190, in an attempt to prevent AOL Instant
Messaging will soon discover that AIM con-
nects anyway. If the code can’t find any other
open port, it will use port 80 or 8080, the
ones used for HTTP access. It would seem
that the only way to prevent this would be to
disable all Internet access, but one researcher
found a work-around. He created a record on
his firm’s DNS server that would intercept
requests for login.oscar.aol.com (oscar stands
for Open System for Communication in
Realtime) and send them all to a dead IP
address such as 127.0.0.1. No user attempt-
ing logon with AIM will ever get a reply.
Firms wishing to block all AOL access can
do the same with aol.com, but users should
still be able to access their personal e-mail
through Webmail. A similar approach works
well with MSN, ICQ and Yahoo, but some
small detective work will be required to learn
the names of all of the login servers for each
service. Yahoo has four login servers. Thanks
and a tip of the Hatlo hat to Eric Swinson on
USENET for this info.

These measures may not render America
Online in particular a safe service to have
around, however. IMs are not encrypted in
any way when they pass to and from AOL
servers. Neither are passwords. AOL uses an
utterly unprotected protocol. Even if the traf-
fic is encrypted, the same hazards exist as
always when employees are allowed to install
software or communicate with the outside
world using their computers. Users may
inadvertently pick up from the Web hundreds
of instances of spyware and data miners.
They may intentionally install software such
as keyboard loggers or remote control soft-
ware. They may accidentally reveal sensitive
company information.

On a darker note, ICQ has also been criti-
cized because under certain circumstances, the
installer requests corporate passwords, fire-
wall users’ IDs and other server information.
One user pointed out that in a millisecond over
a DSL or T1 line, ICQ software could upload
all configuration information to any server in

the world, to do with whatever was wished.
While the users’ concern is valid, it is no less
valid for Microsoft, Yahoo, EarthLink or any
other online provider offering proprietary
attendant software, shareware or even tiny
freeware Internet utilities. We trust our soft-
ware providers to treat private data with
respect even though that very trust is betrayed
now and then, just as Los Angeles drivers trust
that someone on the next onramp will not
careen across seven lanes of high-speed traf-
fic. Older Microsoft users may remember
MSDOS 6.0, which would, on installation,
compress and then eat hundreds of files. As in
all things, caveat emptor.

THE FUTURE

At IBM the future is now. The IBM cor-
porate directory and catalogs have been
posted to Lotus IM servers so that any field
worker can look up details on any product or
employee without requiring a warm body at
the other end.

Other IM applications are more ambitious.
Conversagent of Sunnyvale and New York
builds interactive agents to order. One appli-
cation integrates into a Web site and answers
questions about the banner advertising in
what appears to be an IM window. There is a
natural language interface but a fairly dumb
one—most idiosyncratic remarks produce an
“I’m sorry, I didn’t understand that”
response. Another agent is intended to
reduce the workload on a human resource
department staff (or reduce the need for
human resource staff) by answering ques-
tions about insurance, company policy and
employee benefits. Another ‘Imbot’ sifts the
news channels for items selected as pertinent
to the employees of the client company.
None of them approaches artificial intelli-
gence (AI), but some may work well enough
to be useful or productive.

There is more yet to come. The
Massachusetts Institute of Technology has
been working on artificial intelligence for a
long time, most particularly the processing of
language. Ray Kurzweil, AI futurist and
author (The Age of Spiritual Machines,
Penguin, 1999), is also digging into the world
of online bots.

It could be effectively argued that the very
first interactive AI program, Eliza, written in
1966 by Joseph Weizenbaum, simulated the
give and take of instant messaging. Eliza ran
on the IBM 7094 mainframe computer, a
computer that, in the now quaint words of the
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programmer “permits an individual to operate
a full-scale computer from a remotely located
typewriter. The individual operator has the
illusion that he is the sole user of the comput-
er complex. What is important is that the
computer can read messages typed on the
typewriter and respond by writing on the
same instrument.”

To try IM robotic programs intended to simu-
late a warm body at the other end and get a taste
of the future of IM, try http://ecceliza.cjb.net/ or
http://www.kurzweilai.net and select Ramona.  

Questions or comments? Please e-mail editor@naspa.com.

NaSPA member Jim Rue is a Web designer,
trainer and local provider of computer service
in Orange County, CA. He can be reached at
caltrainer@nfwriter.com.
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